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LIBRARY VOLUNTEERS
A huge thank you to all the volunteers
who came along to school on
Saturday and worked incredibly hard
clearing out three rooms to help prepare for the new library.
It felt like a real community effort as despite the hot weather, everyone seriously grafted all day,
shifting thousands of books (all carefully numbered and categorised to keep them in the right
order!), moving art materials and taking down and re-building shelving; all with a really positive
can-do attitude. We can’t wait to see the new library when it happens!

Cars accessing School Streets Zone
Towerbank is part of the School Streets Zone. Residents with permits and disabled badge holders are
allowed to drive when the Zone is in operation and the lights flashing.

Edinburgh Marathon 2018
Ms Bicheno ran her first half marathon on Sunday as part of the Edinburgh
Marathon Festival.
"I feel really proud of my medal and am delighted to report I have raised £700
for Scottish Women's Aid."

The 2 staff teams ran the Marathon Relay and managed to do really well
in fairly cool conditions. Many thanks to all the families who turned out to
support runners on the prom. The staff teams have managed to raise an
amazing £1899 to date for The BrainsTrust.

Last Saturday Ellie Hagger of P3D completed the Edinburgh Children’s
Marathon at Holyrood Park. She raised £155 for SMACK an arthritis
charity. Well done Ellie!

Amazing Team Towerbank at the Interscolastics

After an outstanding effort on Monday from all those taking part Towerbank won two trophies
Overall Runners Up MCLEOD MEMORIAL CUP Towerbank 19 points
Overall City of Edinburgh School Winner THE BRIAN HARRIS CUP Towerbank 19 points
Silver medals were also awarded to Christina and Kyle for 60m and the Boys P6 team won Gold

Towerbank Chess Club
The chess cub season ended on 29th May with the second and deciding match of the cup final between Robert 7 and
Frankton. Robert won the best of three match final 2-0, but only after recovering from a fierce attack from Frankton in
the second game.

Below we see the gold medal winner Robert, the silver medallist Frankton and the bronze medallists Duncan and
Thomas (The chess ladder competition was also decided on Tuesday, and Robert manged to achieve a cup and league
double by winning that too. Congratulations to all who took part, see you all next season!

Well done to Sam and Hamish for achieving
their black belt award in recorder.

Problems, Puzzles and Perplexed Porty People
Thank you to everybody who came along to the first Towerbank Maths Circle, which took
place on Friday 25th May. Despite the temptation of going to the beach on what was a
beautiful afternoon, the event was well-attended and sparked a huge amount of
mathematical discussion. We would also like to say a huge thank you to the teacher
volunteers who supported the event and to the University of Edinburgh, who provided the
resources and additional volunteers.
Here are a selection of comments from pupils and families who made it along:

I thought it was very good because I don't like
maths that much but the maths circle made maths
fun and exciting.

All good challenges, very
interesting.

I really liked it and the
challenges were great!

I really enjoyed this event - it made
maths fun.

Initially I was slightly put off because I thought we had to sit in a
circle and answer questions/numeracy circle but it wasn’t like that.

Excellent idea. Inspiring.
Welcoming atmosphere.

Brilliant - great for pupils and
parents.

Thank you. Great opportunity to come into school and engage in
activities with my son. Nice to meet face-to-face with different teachers
too. My son has enjoyed it too!

As you can see, the feedback was overwhelmingly positive and we will be looking at how
we may be able to run another event of this kind in the new school year.

P4C have are enjoying
learning about
Shakespeare’s” A
Midsummer Night’s
Dream”. They have taken
notes to create posters
about the life of
Shakespeare, have
drawn the Globe Theatre
and have found out
information about what
happened there in the
1600s and what happens
today. They have used
drama and art, music and
dance to explore the story
and have even learned
some of the poetry from
the play.

At home, Evie created a cross-stitch fairy and Emma wrote a letter of apology from Puck to Titania
saying how sorry he was for all the chaos he caused.
Emma says “I enjoyed making the storyboard telling the story and writing the cheeky letter from
Puck to Titania in class”. Evie says “I liked using senses to make a description of Oberon’s Forest
and also liked writing the naughty Puck letter”.

